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Many individual during the past several year have asked me this question. This is what I told them:
“Like all other well-intended ministers we are seekers of truth. One of the differences is that we
don’t ascribe to any one main source of spiritual scriptures or philosophy but rather investigate
and study multiple sources of spiritual teachings and information. We also study the history of
religions and compare their messages, as well as studying mysticism.
We believe that God (Spirit) reveals him, her or itself in all cultures through special messengers,
both men and women. We believe that God has done this since the beginning of mankind and
continues to do so.
As metaphysical ministers we recognize that there is only one TRUTH, one truth that is unerring,
complete and just. However, we also realize that no one on this planet ‘knows it all’, and can at
best get closer and closer to the truth through his or her own diligent spiritual quest.”
We also believe that every human on this Earth has a unique and personal understanding and
relationship with the Divine, as well as, through the exercise of his or her free will, a personal
responsibility for his or her own spiritual development and consciousness expansion.
As Metaphysicians we are dedicated to help all individuals who are sincerely seeking spiritual
guidance. Our overall goal is to help fill the Universe with human Souls that are pure so as to have
a Universe that is ruled by peace, freedom and harmony, and governed by love and intelligence.”
Here are just a few of the multitude of possibilities and options for our work and customized
ministerial services:











Commitment Ceremonies, such as Weddings or Recommitment Ceremonies
Pre- and Post-Marriage Counseling
Individual and Family Counselling
Life Transition Ceremonies; Memorial Services
Spiritual Study Groups or Spiritual Roundtables
Hospice Support/ Pastoral Guidance/ Grief Support
Prayer/Meditation Groups
Volunteer Initiatives
Teaching Children about Life Issues, such as Ethical Behaviour, Responsible
Actions, Organic Gardening, etc.
Spiritual/ Metaphysical Education

The possibilities to serve as are endless.
Regardless of what we hear and read about the many chaotic situations in our World, there is a
quiet strong force growing by the day that will combat and disarm slowly but firmly all the
negative.
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